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Title slideThere are many other structures and instincts which must 
have been developed through sexual selection- such as 
the weapons of offence and the means of defence of the 
males for fighting with  and driving away their rivals-
their courage and pugnacity- their various ornaments-

their contrivances for production of vocal or 
instrumental music- and their glands for emitting odours, 

most of these latter structures serving only to allure or 
excite the females.        - Darwin

Sexual Selection
Dr. Michael J. Ryan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 1:  Title SlideIn this lecture I want to do two things.  First, present to you Darwin’s “second” theory, the theory of sexual selection.  This theory attempts to explain why males are males and females are females.  Since some of the most spectacular diversity we see in nature is associated with sexual selection, we are also asking: Why are animals so diverse? But in the process of doing this, I want to give you some feeling for the scientific process of discovery.  How do scientists test a theory and decide if it is correct, how do they combine observations and descriptions from the natural world with experimentation to determine if a theory is capable of explaining something of the diverse world around us.         Darwin is best know for his theory of natural selection.  This theory attempted to explain how organisms become adapted to survive in their environment. It started with the premise of descent through modification-- that is, that all life has a common ancestor and that the variation among species we see today arose as this common ancestor gave rise to more and more diverse forms. Natural selection offered an explanation for how these modifications increased the ability of animals to survive and reproduce offspring. [Darwin, C. 1859.  The Origin of Species.  Murray, London. (full text available at http://www.infidels.org/library/historical/charles_darwin/origin_of_species/) Darwin, C. 1871.  The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex. Appleton, London (full text available at http://www.infidels.org/library/historical/charles_darwin/descent_of_man/)For a quick review of some topics in sexual seleciton see http://www.biology.ucsc.edu/people/barrylab/public_html/classes/evolution/SEXUAL.HTM#anchor71363004]



Large SD comp.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 2: Sexual DimorphismsBut Darwin was confronted with another form of diversity that did not appear adaptive for survival.   These traits shared some common features.  They were usually more extensively developed in one sex than the other.  That is, the traits were sexually dimorphic.  The traits were usually more developed in males than in females, the traits appeared to be costly in terms of survivorship rather than enhance survivorship.  And finally, these traits appeared to be involved in breeding.



Sexual Dimorphisms

• Quite common in 
secondary sexual 
characters.

• And usually:
– males are more 

elaborate
– traits are costly
– traits are associated 

with breeding.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 3: Sexual Dimorphisms 	Sexually dimorphic traits are ones  that differ between the sexes. Because these traits are sexually dimorphic, and involved in breeding but not essential to it, he called them secondary sexual characteristics.



Natural Selection versus 
Sexual Selection

• Natural Selection: favors those 
phenotypes with greater survival ability.

• Sexual Selection: favors those 
phenotypes with greater reproductive 
success due to greater ability to acquire 
mates.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 4: Natural Selection versus Sexual SelectionDarwin proposed a new theory, Sexual Selection, to explain the evolution of these traits.  He stated that these secondary sexual characters could evolve even if they decreased survivorship, as long as they increased an individual’s ability to mate with more individuals.  This is in contrast to Natural Selection which is usually associated with the evolution of traits that enhance survivorship.[Gould, J.L.; Gould, C.G. 1989. Sexual Selection. Scientific American Library, W.H. Freeman, New York.Ryan, M.J. 1990. Signals, species, and sexual selection. American Scientist 78:46-52.   Andersson, M. 1994.  Sexual Selection.  Princeton University Press]



Sexual Differences in 
Reproductive Strategy

• Females invest more time and 
energy per gamete/ offspring.

• Female reproductive success 
is influenced by mate quality 
and they are coy in their 
choice; increased mating 
success does not translate 
into increased reproductive 
success.

• Males increase reproductive 
success by increasing the 
numbers of females they 
mate; males are 
undiscriminating with whom 
they will mate.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 5: Sexual Differences in Reproductive Strategy 	But increasing the number of  mates promotes the mating success of males much more than it does of females. Females produce relatively few, large gametes, that is eggs.  Males, on the other hand produce literally billions and billions of their gametes, sperm. Thus it is more difficult for males rather than females to find available gametes of the other sex.  Thus males can increase their reproductive success by finding more mates, but a female’s reproductive success is maximized as long as she gets a few mates.  Many more mates won’t produce more offspring because she has so few eggs that need to be fertilized.



Mechanisms of Sexual 
Selection

• Male Competition: Males compete directly for 
access to females.

• Female Choice: Males advertise for females 
and females choose their mates.

• Competition & Choice: Mechanisms can 
interact, males can compete for resources 
that influence a female’s choice.

• Role Reversal:  In some polyandrous mating 
system (e.g. pipefish, jacanas) role of sexes 
are reversed.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 6: Mechanisms of Sexual Selection So, sexual selection acts stronger in males than females in most species (there are exceptions), and sexual selection favors traits that promote male’s ability to mate more females.  How does this work?  What are the mechanisms of sexual selection?  Sexually selected traits can either promote a male’s ability to compete directly for access to females or it can promote traits that make males more attractive to females, that influence her choice of mates: male competition and female choice. Choice and competition can interact.  Males can compete for resources that influence a female’s choice of mates.



Male Competition

• In many species 
males evolve organs 
used for combat, 
such as antlers in 
red deer.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 7: Male Competition 	What do we get when sexual selection influences male competition?  We get organs of combat-antlers and horns in mammals and insects, for example.



Male Competition

• In frogs, males often 
have more muscular 
forearms than females 
to aid them in avoiding 
displacement from the 
females by other males 
(Bufo cognatus).
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Presentation Notes
Slide 8: Male Competition We get more subtle differences in an animal’s physique.  Male frogs need to hold onto their mated females so as not to be displaced for competing males.  Males have more muscular forearms than females, and amongst males, those with bigger muscles are more likely to hold onto to their mates.



Giraffe
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Presentation Notes
Slide 9: Giraffe 	Male competition might also act in counter-intuitive ways.  The long neck of the giraffe is a trait that has always been considered to be an adaptation for feeding in the treetops, and thus avoiding food competition from the large number of ungulates  (e.g. antelopes) on the African savannas.



Male Competition?
• Long neck of giraffe is 

usually considered an 
adaptation for foraging.  
But . . .

• They spend a lot of time 
bent over feeding.

• Males fight by clubbing 
each other on the top of 
the head.

• Males have thicker 
skulls than females.
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Slide 10: Male Competition?	But, giraffes spend much of their time feeding on the ground in an awkward spread-legged position. Also, males fight by clubbing one another over their heads. It has been suggested that the long necks evolved as a kind of arms race in male competition as males with longer necks could more easily club their competitors on the top of their head, while keeping their own heads out of harms why. This would not explain why females also have long necks, but it does explain why males have thicker skulls than females.



Sperm Competition
• Males can also 

compete inside the 
females if females are 
multiply inseminated.  
By . . .
– Increase quantity of 

sperm.
– Produce sperm toxins.
– Erect mating plugs.
– Have kamikaze sperm.
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Slide 11: Sperm Competition Males seem to love to compete, especially when females are involved. And competition among males does not even cease once the female is fertilized, it merely changes arenas. In species with internal fertilization, females are often fertilized by more than one male. It appears that sperm have adaptations to compete among themselves inside the female. Quite simply, a male can increase this competitiveness inside the female by producing more sperm. But there are more subtle adaptations. Some males produce toxins that kill other sperm, and others use their seminal fluid to create mating plugs, obstructing the path of any sperm that are later introduced into the female. In humans, there are a large number of what had appeared to be of morphologically dysfunctional sperm. A new theory of Sperm Wars suggests these sperm are quite functional but in an unconventional way. Their chore is not to fertilize the egg but, instead, to kill the sperm of other males.[Baker, R. 1996. Sperm Wars: Infidelity, Sexual Conflict and Other Bedroom Battles. Fourth Estate, London] 



Sexual Selection by 
Female Choice

• Darwin proposed that in many species females 
chose males based on aesthetic preferences.

• Although sexual selection by male competition 
was readily accepted, female choice was an idea 
that was rejected and lay dormant for 100 years.

• Might have been rejected because of Victorian 
society and had a resurgence coincident with the 
feminist movement.
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Slide 12: Sexual Selection by Female ChoiceDarwin’s notion that males compete directly for mates was readily accepted. But what for Darwin was the far more interesting possibility, that females choose mates based on some aesthetic preference, was enthusiastically rejected. This notion of sexual selection by female choice lay dormant until the 1970s when it was revived by writing of some sociobiologists, such as R.L. Trivers. Historians of science have noted that female choice might have been rejected because of the social mores of a male dominated society in Victorian times, and that is might not be merely a coincidence that the theory was revived during the feminist movement in Europe and North America. Does female choice occur?[Cronin, H. 1991. The Ant and the Peacock. Cambridge University Press]



Calling tungara frog
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Slide 13: Calling tungara frogThis is the túngara frog, a species we have been studying in Panama for the last 20 years as a model for understanding mate choice.[Ryan, M.J. 1986. The Panamanian love call. Natural History 95:36‑43.Ryan, M.J. 1985. The Túngara Frog, A Study in Sexual Selection and   Communication. University of Chicago Press. This site reviews some more detailed aspects of túngara frog research:      http://uts.cc.utexas.edu/~ryanlab/mike.html]



Sexual Selection for Complex 
Calls in Túngara Frogs: 

Female Choice

• Males produce a call 
with two components, a 
whine and a chuck.

• In isolation, males 
produce only a whine.

• In a chorus or in 
response to tapes of 
calls, males add 
chucks.
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Slide 14: Sexual Selection for Complex Calls in Túngara Frogs: Female Choice 	Male túngara frogs produce a call that females use to locate and identify mates. Most of the 3000 species of frogs produce these advertisement calls, and the calls of all species differ from one another. This call is unusual for a frog in that it has two parts. The first, the whine, contains the information that identifies the male to species, as a túngara frog. The second part, the chuck, is added to the whine as males compete with each other vocally. If a male is calling alone he produces a whine. If a group or chorus of males are calling, they make whine-chucks. One can use a tape recorder to drive a male to make a more complex call. If he is producing a whine, play him a whine and he responds with a whine-chuck. Then play him a whine-chuck and he responds with a whine- 2 chucks. 



Call sounds
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Male calls comp.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 15: Call sounds The pictures of the sound show how the sounds frequency or pitch changes with time. Here is what the calls sounds like [click on the graph sections].



Frog-Eating Bat
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 16:  Male Calls (comp)	Males call to attract mates. So we hypothesized that males increase their call complexity to better attract mates, to make them more attractive. This hypothesis is easily tested in a laboratory experiments in which we measure a female’s attraction to various 	calls. Females are collected in the field in amplexus. In the field male’s call, females choose a male by swimming into him and the males holds onto the females, amplexus her, until she drops her eggs. We remove the male from the top, bring the female into the lab and place her in the center of a large acoustic chamber. There are two speakers, each playing a different call. The female is placed in the middle of the chamber under a cone. She is released after a few minutes, and eventually hops to a call. Females only respond to calls when they are searching for mates, so the female's approach toward sound is a good indication of her preference for a male’s call. In these experiments we gave her a whine broadcast from one speaker and a whine and chuck broadcast from the other. In two experiments, one using natural calls and one using synthetic calls, the females preferred the more complex call to the more simple calls. But if females prefer complex to simple calls, we must ask why don’t the males always make complex calls?



Sexual Selection for Complex 
Calls in Túngara Frogs:

Predation Costs

• Frog-eating bats are 
attracted to whines.

• When given a choice 
bats prefer whines with 
chucks to whines 
without chucks.

• Natural selection favors 
simple calls, sexual 
selection favors 
complex calls
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 17: Frog-eating Bat 	The answer is provided by the frog eating bat, Trachops cirrhosus.



The Evolution of 
Female Choice

• Direct Benefits: A female’s choice increases her 
immediate fecundity and thus evolves as the target of 
selection.

• Good Genes: Female choice increased the genetic 
quality of its offspring for survival.

• Runaway Sexual Selection: The preference 
increases in frequency because it becomes linked to 
’sexy son’ traits.

• Sensory Exploitation: Some aspect of the female 
preference is a pleiotropic effect, and a preexisting 
bias for certain male traits.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 18: Sexual Selection for Complex Calls in Túngara Frogs: Predation Costs 	My research with Merlin Tuttle, who founded Bat Conservation International, showed that these bats hunt frogs. But when doing so they turn off their echolocation system and instead localize the frog’s call. In experiments in a flight cage and in the forest, frog-eating bats are attracted to whines but prefer whines with chucks to whines without chucks. [show video of bat catching  frog]



• Direct Benefits: A female’s choice increases her 
immediate fecundity and thus evolves as the target of 
selection.

• Good Genes: Female choice increased the genetic 
quality of its offspring for survival.

• Runaway Sexual Selection: The preference 
increases in frequency because it becomes linked to 
‘sexy son’ traits.

• Sensory Exploitation: Some aspect of the female 
preference is a pleiotropic effect, and a preexisting 
bias for certain male traits.
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The Evolution of 
Female Choice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 19: The Evolution of Female Choice 	Studies of the túngara frogs, and hundreds of more like it, have shown unequivocally that females choose their mates based on variation in male secondary sexual characteristics. Darwin was right, sexual selection can operate through female choice. But why,  why should females care? Is one male really better than another? Or, more precisely, what are the forces responsible for the evolution of female mating preferences? There might not be one answer. 



Resources

• Male scorpionflies 
present females with 
a nuptial gift prior to 
mating.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 20: The Evolution of Female Choice	The first hypothesis we will examine is the simplest. If a female’s choice directly influences the number of offspring she produces then selection will favor that preference. So, if males give females resources, or provide paternal care, and if they vary in this capacity, then it behooves females to figure out which male is better and to choose accordingly.



Resources

• Male katydids 
package sperm in a 
nutritious ejaculate 
which the females 
eat after mating.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 21: Resources 	There are many examples of this. Male scorpionflies capture prey items that they use as courtship gifts for females. Females prefer males with bigger gifts, and the bigger the gift the more eggs they produce. A large gift also benefits males. Not only is he chosen by a female, he is only able to mate with her as long as she eats. When she is done dining he is done mating.



Resources

• Male hornbills 
plaster females into 
a nest and deliver 
food through a small 
opening while the 
female incubated 
the eggs.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 22: Resources 	Katydids package their sperm in large nutritious packages called spermataphores. Once mating is complete the female bends over backward and eats the sperm package. The spermataphores provides substantial nutrients to the females, larger males produce larger spermatophores, and females choose larger males.



Barbie
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Presentation Notes
Slide 23: Resources 	In many species there is substantial paternal care. In hornbills, the pair plasters the females into the tree hole nest once she lays eggs. She stays plastered in until the chicks wean, dependent on the entire time for the male to bring her and her chicks food. If males vary in their dependability, we would hope and expect that the females would be able to figure this out.



WHR
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 24: Barbie 	In humans, there is simultaneous male and female choice. It is thought that secondary sexual characteristics differing between males and females might give some hint into the action of sexual selection in the past. One difference is the overall body shape differences between males and females.



Preference for Waist: 
Hip Ratio

• Holding body mass 
constant, men prefer 
line drawings of women 
in which the waist 
measurement is 70% 
that of the hip (waist:hip 
= 0.70).

• Some suggestion that 
women with this ratio 
might be more healthy 
and fecund.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 25: Waist Hip Ratio 	In a series of studies men were given outline drawing of the curves of a woman’s body and asked what they preferred. These drawings varied in the ratio of the waist to the hip. 



Barbie’s Ratio

• If Barbie was a 
person her 
measurements 
would be: 39:23:33

• and . . . “she would 
have to walk on all 
fours”

• her waist to hip ratio 
is 0.70.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 26: Preference for Waist: Hip RatioThere seemed to be a cross cultural preference for a certain specific wait-to-hip ratio. Data from artificial fertilization clinics show that women with the desired waist-to-hip ratio are more likely to be fertilized.                                  [Etcoff, N. 1999. Survival of the Prettiest. The Science of Beauty. Doubleday, New York] 



Grouse close-up
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Presentation Notes
Slide 27: Barbie’s Ratio Barbie dolls are known for their very exaggerated physiques. Interestingly, her waist: hip ratio would be considered optimal.



The Paradox of the Lek

• In many species (birds, 
frogs, fish, insects) 
males gather at leks to 
advertise for females.

• Females choose males 
but receive only sperm 
from males.

• If all males can fertilize 
eggs, why choose?
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Presentation Notes
Slide 28: Grouse	In many mating systems, there is no opportunity for females to garner resources from males. 



The Evolution of 
Female Choice

• Direct Benefits: A female’s choice increases her 
immediate fecundity and thus evolves as the target of 
selection.

• Good Genes: Female choice increased the genetic 
quality of its offspring for survival.

• Runaway Sexual Selection: The preference 
increases in frequency because it becomes linked to 
’sexy son’ traits.

• Sensory Exploitation: Some aspect of the female 
preference is a pleiotropic effect, and a preexisting 
bias for certain male traits.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 29: The Paradox of the Lek	In lek species, males gather at areas, called leks, to attract females, females choose males, and once they mate the females leave never to see the male again. All they get is sperm. So, if females are getting nothing, then why choose, why not mate the first male available?



Peacock
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Presentation Notes
Slide 30: The Evolution of Female Choice	One hypothesis is that the females are choosing males with genotypes that will improve the survival ability of their offspring.



Good Genes in Peacocks

• Females prefer males 
with larger eye spots.  

• Females are paired 
randomly with males.

• Researchers raise 
incubate eggs and raise 
offspring.

• Young are released into 
wildlife park.

• Survivorship is 
measured.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 31: Peacock 	Peacocks have long been of interest to those studying sexual selection because of the males elaborate tail, with eyespots, that are presented to and vibrated in front of a female during courtship. In fact, it was once suggested that the vibration of these eye spots served to hypnotize the female, thus allowing the male to mate her. Although that seems not to be true, we know that females attend to these eye spots and prefer males with larger ones.



Parasites and Bright Color
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Presentation Notes
Slide 32: Good Genes in Peacocks 	In one study males and females were paired randomly, females laid eggs after mating, the researchers raised the offspring who were then later released into a nature park. The survivorship of offspring was measured and those offspring whose fathers had  the larger eye spot were more likely to survive.



Dichromatism Score
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Presentation Notes
Slide 33: Parasites and Bright Color	A more specific good genes hypothesis has been suggested for parasite avoidance. In many species males are colorful, but we know that parasites often cause colors to become dull. It was suggested that females prefer brighter males because they might  have parasite resistant genes. 



The Evolution of 
Female Choice

• Direct Benefits: A female’s choice increases her 
immediate fecundity and thus evolves as the target of 
selection.

• Good Genes: Female choice increased the genetic 
quality of its offspring for survival.

• Runaway Sexual Selection: The preference 
increases in frequency because it becomes linked to 
‘sexy son’ traits.

• Sensory Exploitation: Some aspect of the female 
preference is a pleiotropic effect, and a preexisting 
bias for certain male traits.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 34: Dichromatism Score 	If this hypothesis were true, one would predict that in species with lots of parasites males would evolve colors to indicate when  they were parasite free. For fish, researchers measured how much more colorful males were than females, and compared this to the number of parasites found in that type of fish. There was a significant relationship between the dichromatism score and parasite diversity.



The Sexy Son Hypothesis
• There is genetic variation for male trait and 

female preference.
• Both sexes possess both genes but only 

express the one relevant to their sex.
• Trait alleles increase in the population 

because they are preferred.
• Preference alleles increase because they are 

linked with trait genes and ‘hitchhike’.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 35: The Evolution of Female ChoiceAnother possible explanation for female preference of elaborate males is the runaway sexual selection hypothesis of the ‘sexy son’ hypothesis. 



Stalk Eyed Flies

• Males have greater 
eye spans than 
females.

• Males defend root 
hairs, and the harem 
of females that 
collect on them.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 36: The Sexy Son Hypothesis Here the idea is that choosy females do not produce males better at survival, but males that are sexy, that are more likely to be chosen by females. The way this works is that there is genetic variation for both male traits and female preferences, individuals of both sexes have the trait gene and the preference gene, but only express the gene relevant for their sex. The trait gene evolves because it is preferred by females, and the preference genes evolves because it is linked to the trait gene and ‘hitchhikes’. A complicated process but one for which there seems to be some evidence.



Eye Span and Mating 
Success

• Males with greater 
eye spans have 
more females.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 37: Stalk Eyed Flies	In stalk eyed flies, which are found in southern Africa, the eyes are at the end of stalks. Males and females have stalk eyes but the eye span is much larger in males. The flies reside on root hairs of plants. On each root hair there is a male and several females. This is the male’s harem.



Initial Generation/Males Selected 
2nd Generation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 38: Eye Span and Mating Success 	Males with a larger eye span have more females. So it is assumed that females prefer males with larger eye spans. Might this female preference have evolved because it is genetically linked to larger eye span in males?



Correlated Response in 
Artificial Selection Experiments

• Experimenter artificially 
selects lines for small eye 
span, large eye span, and 
no selection (control).

• Female preference in 
selected lines is then 
measured.

• Females evolve 
preference for smaller eye 
span in that line, 
preference for larger eye 
span appears at a 
maximum.

1.5

-1.5

Females          
with
L - S males

Eye Span Selection Line
control long shortcontrol

0
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Slide 39: Initial Generation/Males Selected 2nd Generation 	This can be tested by a selection. Flies are brought into the lab and bred for a number of generations. There are three selection lines. In all of these lines females are selected at random for breeding. But each breeding line is characterized by the males which are selected. In one line, only the males with the largest eye spans are allowed to breed, and in another only males with small eye spans are selected. In control lines males are selected randomly, thus males with all eye spans are allowed to breed. After a number of generations male evolved larger eye spans in one line, smaller eye spans in another line, and maintained the same eye spans in the control lines.



The Evolution of 
Female Choice

• Direct Benefits: A female’s choice increases her 
immediate fecundity and thus evolves as the target of 
selection.

• Good Genes: Female choice increased the genetic 
quality of its offspring for survival.

• Runaway Sexual Selection: The preference 
increases in frequency because it becomes linked to 
’sexy son’ traits.

• Sensory Exploitation: Some aspect of the female 
preference is a pleiotropic effect, and a preexisting 
bias for certain male traits.
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Presentation Notes
Slide 40: Correlated Response in Artificial Selection Experiments The researchers then tested the females to see if there was evolution of female preference for eye span. Females from each line were put into colonies of males with differing eye spans. They then counted the number of females that settled on root hairs with larger males versus small males. In females from the lines in which large eye span was selected the female preference was no different from the control lines. However, in lines in which males were selected to evolve small eye spans the females had evolved a preference for males with small eye spans. Since the researchers only paid attention to the male trait and not the female preference during selection, these experiments suggest that the preference hitchhiked with the male trait.



New Yorker Cartoon
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Presentation Notes
Slide 41: The Evolution of Female Choice There is another option to traits and preferences evolving together because they are genetically linked. It was possible that females have some general types of preferences and that males evolve traits that are preferred by these preexisting preferences. But now all we see are species in which males have elaborate traits and females show preferences for those traits. How can we tell which came first the preference or the trait? This seems like a typical chicken-egg problem but it is one that can be solved.



Patterns of Trait-Preference 
Evolution
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 42: New Yorker CartoonThe way it can be solved is by examining species with known evolutionary relationships to one another, and examining the distribution of traits on this family or phylogenetic tree. We do this by adopting the principle of parsimony, assuming that evolution is a rather conservative trait. Here for instance, we could predict when in culinary history the ice cream cone evolved by assuming that the various species of cones inherited the cone from a common ancestor.



Male/female preference
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Presentation Notes
Slide 43: Patterns of Trait-Preference Evolution Depending on how species are related and which species show traits and preferences, we can determine which came first the trait or the preference or if they evolved together. In the top right family tree we see that one species has the trait and preference and all of the others are lacking both trait and preference. This would be the pattern that suggests they evolved together. Alternatively, in the bottom right, the trait and preference are found in the same species, but we also see that species lacking the trait can have the preference. If this were the case, we would assume the preference in inherited through a common ancestor and thus evolved before the trait did. 



Tungara frogs

P. caicai

P. coloradorum

P. enesefae

P. ephippifer

P. petersi

P. pustulatus

P. ‘roraima’

P. pustulosus
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Presentation Notes
Slide 44: Male/Female Preference 	Thus males would have evolved traits to exploit preexisting female preferences. 



Call suffix

46

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 45: Tungara frogs To test this theory we return to the túngara frog, Physalaemus pustulosus. The túngara frog is part of a species group called the Physalaemus pustulosus species group. Its sister species is P. petersi. These two species are then closely related to another family unit, P. pustulatus, P coloradorum, and P. caicai. Unlike any of the other 40 species in the genus these three species are found in the western side of the Andes. The other three species, P. ephippifer, P. roriama, and P. enesefae, are three other representatives of the genus but are not members of the species group. Remember that the túngara frog produces a whine to which it adds a chuck. Let’s listen to the calls of these other species. As we hear, P. pustulosus and P. petersi produce chucks while chucks are lacking in all the other species. In fact, they are lacking in all other 40 species in the genus.



Outgroup/Amazon/West Andes
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Slide 46: Call Suffix 	This shows how the chuck is distributed among species mapped on the phylogenetic tree. It only occurs in P. pustulosus and P. petersi (which probably also consists of P. freihbergi). It seems safe to assume that this trait arose in a common ancestor and now characterizes these three living species.



Physalaemus coloradorum

1. This is Physalaemus coloradorum .  The live on the western side of the Andes near
Quito Ecuador.  Their males don’t make chucks.
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Slide 47: Outgroup/Amazon/West Andes 	So now we can ask if the history of the preference differs from that of the trait. We know that in the lineage with a chuck there is a preference for chucks. Does this preference for chucks occur in species without the chuck. If so, it suggests the preference for chuck evolved before the chuck. If not, it suggests that the chuck and the preference for the chuck evolved together.



Tungara call with 3 chucks
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Sound for PC:
Double click here

Sound for Mac: click once with cursor on each  speaker

The sound files do not play in  adobe acrobat: 49_2whine.wav, 49_3 call.wav, 49_4call.wav can be found in 
the image directory

Sound for PC:
Double click here

Sound for PC:
Double click here
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Presentation Notes
Slide 48: Physalaemus coloradorum This is Physalaemus coloradorum. They live on the western side of the Andes near Quito Ecuador. Their males don’t make chucks.



Con + chucks
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Presentation Notes
Slide 49:  Tungara call with 3 chucks	To remind you, this is a túngara frog call with three chucks, this is a coloradorum call. We can create a coloradorum call with chucks by adding synthetic pustulosus chucks.



Ornaments
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Slide 50: Con + chucks 	When we give coloradorum females a choice, they prefer their own call with túngara frog chucks to the typical coloradorum call  that they normally hear. So, it appears that the preference for chucks occur sin species without chucks, and the preference evolved prior to the trait.



Bird Song
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Sound for PC: 
Double click here

Sound for Mac: click once with cursor on the speaker

The sound file does not play in  adobe acrobat: 52song.wav can be found in the image directory
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Presentation Notes
Slide 51: Ornaments 	This pattern has been found in many other species. In swordtails, females prefer males with longer swords. Platyfish lack swords but female platyfish prefer males to which plastic swords have been attached. Species of auklets lacking head ornaments 	prefer males with which such ornaments are attached, wolf spiders lacking hair tufts found in other species are more attractive to females when such tufts are added in video playback experiments. 



Dancing baby
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Movie for Mac: click once with cursor on image

The movie  file does not play in  adobe acrobat: 53oogachaka.avi or 53oogachaka.mov can be found in the image directory

Movie for PC: 
Double click here

A warning may come
up about viruses.

Just click OK.

  
 

     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 52: Bird Song 	There might be some very general preexisting preferences in man as well. In bird song communication, there has been a change in emphasis from looking at song as containing a message to considering its seductive effects on the nervous system.



Attention/Movement/Melody
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Slide 53: Dancing babyIn humans, there is widespread appreciation for music. In many cultures, this includes  widespread preference for consonant over dissonant sounds. It has often been assumed that such preferences for sound are cultural.[Jourdain,R..1997. Music, the Brain and Ecstasy, How Music Captures Our Imagination.  W. Morrow, New York.]



Sensory Biases for Music?
• “Naïve” infants show 

preferences for 
consonant sounds 
versus disonant 
sounds.

• This might be due to 
inherent properties 
of auditory system 
structure rather than 
cultural effects.
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Slide 54: Attention/Movement/Melody 	Recently, infants were tested for how they reacted to such sounds. These are in facts that were just a few days old and were deprived the opportunity to hear music once they were born. Although, they certainly could have experienced it in utero. The researchers measured how much time the infants spent staring at a speaker and moving in response to these two types of sounds.



Music into synapse
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Slide 55: Sensory Biases for Music? The results show that infants seem more attracted to consonant over dissonant sounds. The interpretation is that biological rather than cultural influences might be responsible for this preference. Certain structures in the ear and the nervous system might analyze such sounds more easily.



SWF/SWM
BEAUTIFUL, LONG 
LEGGED, green eyed, 
golden haired, SWF, 
5'7", 122. Seeking tall 
handsome, fit, SWM, 
drug/disease free, 
height/weight 
proportionate, 40-52. 
Must be financially and 
emotionally secure

MATURE, SINCERE 
GENTLEMAN seeks 
non-smoking, attractive, 
vivacious, slim, busty, 
athletically inclined, 27-
42 year old female 
positively interested in 
mutual long-term 
involvement, hopefully 
college educated. 
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Slide 56: Music into SynapseI hope I have convinced you that Darwin’s notion of why males and females differ from on another is a powerful generalization. Its most interesting attribute is that of mate choice. Through the power of sexual selection one sex’s taste for beauty explains why the other sex fights, sings, wafts odors into the air, and generally struts it stuff. In humans, it might also explain phenomena as diverse as the female’s physique and a more general appreciation for art and music.                    [Miller, G.F. 2000. The Mating Mind. Doubleday, New York]



Dr. Michael Ryan
Michael Ryan, the Clark Hubbs Regents Professor of Zoology, began his 
career at The University of Texas at Austin in 1984. He came to UT from a 
post-doctoral Miller Fellowship at the University of California at Berkeley 
and received his Ph.D. in Neurobiology and Behavior 
from Cornell University. Since that time, Dr. Ryan has established himself 
as a leading expert in the evolution and mechanisms of animal behavior, 
with particular emphasis on communication and sexual selection. To date, 
he has written a book on communication in tungara frogs, is the editor of 
two more books on frog communication, and has over 140 publications in 
journals including Science, Nature, and the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences. Dr. Ryan is very actively involved with the 
Zoology/Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior graduate program, having 
served as its faculty advisor from 1993 to 1998 Courses he has taught 
range from graduate seminars in Human Language and Animal 
Communication to a non-major course in Ecology, Evolution and Society. 
Dr. Ryan has been invited to deliver guest lectures worldwide on the topics 
of animal behavior.
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Slide 57: SWF/SWM Sexual selection in the Austin Chronicle Online.
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